SOCIAL
DISTANCING
GUIDELINES
Firebird Raceway has developed a systematic, multi-stage program to manage the
health and well-being of our employees, participants, crew members and spectators. In
accordance with the State of Idaho health and safety guidelines, Firebird Raceway will
at a minimum be establishing the following additional initiatives:

Firebird Raceway is fully supporting all team members to be as proactive with
hand washing, hand sanitizers and facial coverings as possible.

PARTICIPANTS & SPECTATORS
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Firebird Raceway will institute a
ticket selling procedure for participants
and spectators dramatically limiting
physical interaction with customers. This
will include advance registration sales
and in-car ticket purchasing (no ticket
windows/line).

Firebird Raceway has purchased
mobile hand sanitizing stations and will
have employees monitoring and cleaning
these stations throughout the event.
Additionally, employees will be staffing
the restrooms to ensure cleanliness.
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The track will hire additional
security and customer service
representative to enforce social
distancing throughout the facility.

Firebird Raceway will provide
signage and visual markers to designate
social distancing for any lines entering
spectator viewing areas, restrooms or our
food & beverage stands.
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Firebird Raceway has the capability
to open multiple entrances and exits
and will adjust in real time to maximize
the ingress and egress to safely manage
traffic flow.
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The Race Control Tower will be
restricted access only and limited to
essential Firebird staff.
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The staging lanes will be widened
out to create a buffer between the
two lanes (for left and right) to uphold
physical distances recommendations.

their time in the area. Our security staff,
starting line crew and Firebird Safety
Team staff will closely monitor this area to
prevent unauthorized gathering.
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The process of payouts for events
will not take place on-site or in the tower
on the day of the event. We will be
mailing prize checks to the race winners.
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Staging lanes/Starting line: This
is our main congregating area for crew
members and their families. We will be
implementing policies and procedures
for this area with access limited to
crewmembers who will also be limited on

Spacing in the grandstand will
allow for seating every other row with
additional space in the grandstands
between each family (or an individual
person).
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In our plans we also will be
developing pit area policies that will
limit time spent before and after the
completion of races.

Firebird Raceway is completely supportive of our state government and are
thankful for the leadership provided by Governor Little. We are committed
to operating in a responsible and reasonable manner to generate positive
economic growth for Idaho, while also providing racing enthusiasts a safe
place to participate in one of the most social distancing friendly sports in
the country.
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When parking in the pit area,
please leave a minimum of 6’ between
race cars and/or transports-trailers.
Please adhere to social distancing
and refrain from gathering in large groups
of people outside of your team.
Firebird Raceway has purchased
mobile hand sanitizing stations and will
have employees monitoring and cleaning
these stations throughout the event.
Additionally, employees will be staffing
the restrooms to ensure cleanliness.

Please leave the starting line as
soon the car you are with completes its
pass.
NO CONGREGATING ON
STARTING LINE.
The Race Control Tower will be
restricted access only and limited to
essential Firebird staff.

Firebird Raceway is completely supportive of our state government and are
thankful for the leadership provided by Governor Little. We are committed
to operating in a responsible and reasonable manner to generate positive
economic growth for Idaho, while also providing racing enthusiasts a safe
place to participate in one of the most social distancing friendly sports in
the country.
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to operating in a responsible and reasonable manner to generate positive
economic growth for Idaho, while also providing racing enthusiasts a safe
place to participate in one of the most social distancing friendly sports in
the country.

